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Abstract

Tyrosine kinase inhibitors directed against epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR-TKI), such as erlotinib, are effective in a
limited fraction of non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC). However, the majority of NSCLC and other cancer types remain
resistant. Therapeutic miRNA mimics modeled after endogenous tumor suppressor miRNAs inhibit tumor growth by
repressing multiple oncogenes at once and, therefore, may be used to augment drug sensitivity. Here, we investigated the
relationship of miR-34a and erlotinib and determined the therapeutic activity of the combination in NSCLC cells with
primary and acquired erlotinib resistance. The drug combination was also tested in a panel of hepatocellular carcinoma cells
(HCC), a cancer type known to be refractory to erlotinib. Using multiple analytical approaches, drug-induced inhibition of
cancer cell proliferation was determined to reveal additive, antagonistic or synergistic effects. Our data show a strong
synergistic interaction between erlotinib and miR-34a mimics in all cancer cells tested. Synergy was observed across a range
of different dose levels and drug ratios, reducing IC50 dose requirements for erlotinib and miR-34a by up to 46-fold and 13-
fold, respectively. Maximal synergy was detected at dosages that provide a high level of cancer cell inhibition beyond the
one that is induced by the single agents alone and, thus, is of clinical relevance. The data suggest that a majority of NSCLC
and other cancers previously not suited for erlotinib may prove sensitive to the drug when used in combination with a miR-
34a-based therapy.
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Introduction

Lung cancer accounts for the most cancer-related deaths in both

men and women [1]. Targeted therapies are used depending on

the cancer genotype or stage of disease and includes erlotinib, a

small molecule inhibitor directed against epidermal growth factor

receptor (EGFR). Erlotinib functions as competitive inhibitor of

ATP-binding at the active site of the EGFR kinase [2]. Clinical

trials investigating EGFR inhibitors revealed that responses

occurred in a selective fraction of lung cancer patients, preferen-

tially in never-smokers diagnosed with activating mutations in the

EGFR gene and a adenocarcinoma or bronchioalveolar histotype

[3,4]. However, a majority of non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC)

patients remained resistant. Primary and secondary resistance has

been associated with activating KRAS mutations that may co-exist

with EGFR mutations despite the fact that KRAS and EGFR

mutations appeared to be predominantly mutually exclusive [5,6],

an acquisition of a second mutation in the catalytic domain of

EGFR (usually T790M) [7], an amplification and overexpression

of receptor kinase MET and its ligand HGF, providing signals into

the PI3K pathway and substituting for an inactivation of EGFR

[8], increased expression of the receptor kinase AXL and its ligand

GAS6 [9,10], and several others [11–15].

The therapeutic use of tumor suppressor miRNAs continues to

raise much attention because they can interfere with many

different oncogenic pathways at once by broadly targeting multiple

oncogenes [16,17]. Certain miRNAs can also suppress the

properties of cancer stem cells, a cell species particularly resistant

to many several cancer therapies [18,19]. Because of these

features, synthetic mimics of tumor suppressor miRNAs have

become attractive tools to battle cancer as mono-therapies but also

to break resistance mechanisms, making current treatment

regimens more effective. An example is provided by miR-34a

that inhibits a broad range of cancer cell types in culture and in

preclinical animal studies [20]. A liposomal formulation, MRX34,

loaded with miR-34a mimics has recently entered clinical testing

for patients with hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) and other

cancers with metastatic lesions in the liver, including cancers of the

lung [21]. There are several studies demonstrating how miR-34a

can sensitize cancer cells to conventional cytotoxic chemotherapies

[18,22–26]. However, the combination of tumor suppressor

miRNAs with targeted therapies is a less well studied approach.

Due to the broad anti-oncogenic activity of miR-34a, and the fact

that both MET and AXL are directly repressed by miR-34a [27–

29], we rationalized that miR-34a can sensitize cancer cells to

erlotinib.

Here, we employed multiple analytical approaches to distin-

guish between additive, antagonistic and synergistic drug interac-

tions and studied the effects of the erlotinib-miR-34a combination

in a panel of NSCLC and HCC cell lines with primary or acquired
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erlotinib resistance. Our data indicate strong synergy in all cell

lines tested for various drug-drug ratios. Importantly, miR-34a

and erlotinib cooperated synergistically at dose levels that induce

maximal cancer cell inhibition, one that is greater than the

inhibition achieved by either agent alone. Thus, our results

demonstrate how the therapeutic application of erlotinib can be

expanded to other cancers and point to a novel combination

therapy that could quickly be implemented in the clinic.

Materials and Methods

Cell Lines
Human non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) cell lines A549,

H460, H1299, H226, HCC827 parental and HCC827res were

used to assess the combinatorial effects of miR-34a and EGFR-

TKIs. The particular cell lines were selected based on the high

IC50 values of EGFR-TKIs in these cells, their oncogenic

properties and susceptibility to miRNAs. These cell lines are

either erlotinib resistant (A549, H460, H1299, H226) or sensitive

(HCC827). In addition, cell lines with acquired resistance were

created by applying increased selective pressure of erlotinib over

ten weeks, starting at an equivalent of IC10 and ending at an IC90

equivalent. As cellular proliferation exhibited normal doubling

rates under IC90 selection, the resistant cells were plated at a low

dilution (HCC827res) or high dilution to create near-pure, erlotinib

resistant clones (HCC827res-#5,6 and 7). To study effects in

hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) cells, Hep3B, Huh7, C3A and

HepG2 were used. Huh7 cells were acquired from the Japanese

Collection of Research Bioresources Cell Bank. All other parental

cells were purchased from the American Type Culture Collection

(ATCC, Manassas, VA) and cultured according to the supplier’s

instructions.

RNA Isolation and qRT-PCR
Total RNA from cell pellets was isolated using the mirVANA

PARIS RNA isolation kit (Ambion, Austin, TX) following the

manufacturer’s instructions. RNA concentration was determined

by absorbance measurement (A260) on a Nanodrop ND-1000

(Thermo Scientific, Wilmington, DE). For the quantification of

miRNA and mRNA by quantitative reverse-transcription poly-

merase chain reaction (qRT-PCR), we used commercially

available reagents. The RNA was converted to cDNA using

MMLV-RT (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) under the following

conditions: 4uC for 15 min; 16uC for 30 min; 42uC for 30 min;

85uC for 5 min. Following cDNA synthesis, qPCR was performed

on 2 mL of cDNA on the ABI Prism 7900HT SDS (Applied

Biosystems, Life Technologies, Foster City, CA) using Platinum

Taq Polymerase (Invitrogen) under the following cycling condi-

tions: 95uC for 1 min (initial denature); then 50 cycles of 95uC for

5 sec, 60uC for 30 sec. TaqMan Gene Expression Assays and

TaqMan MicroRNA Assays were used for expression analysis of

mRNA and miRNA in all lung and liver cell lines. For miRNA

expression, additions to the manufacturers’ reagents include

DMSO (final concentration of 6%) and tetramethylammo-

niumchloride (TMAC; final concentration of 50 mM in both

RT and PCR) to improve the slope, linearity and sensitivity of the

miRNA assays. Expression levels of both miRNA and mRNA

were determined by relative quantitation to the HCC827 parental

cell line. The raw Ct values of the miRNA and mRNA targets

were normalized to selected housekeeping genes to create delta-Ct

values, converted to linear space and then expressed as percentage

expression.

miRNA and Erlotinib Treatment
Erlotinib hydrochloride was purchased from LC Laboratories

(Woburn, MA). Synthetic miR-34a and miR-NC mimics were

manufactured by Life Technologies (Ambion, Austin, TX). To

determine the IC50 value of each drug alone, 2,000–3,000 cells per

well were seeded in a 96-well plate format and treated with either

erlotinib or miR-34a as follows. (i) miR-34a mimics were reverse-

transfected in triplicates in a serial dilution (0.03–30 nM) using

RNAiMax lipofectamine from Invitrogen according to a published

protocol [30]. As controls, cells were also transfected with

RNAiMax alone (mock) or in complex with a negative control

miRNA mimic (miR-NC). Cells were incubated with AlamarBlue

(Invitrogen) 4 days or 6 days post transfection to determine

cellular proliferation of lung or liver cancer cells, respectively.

Proliferation data were normalized to mock-transfected cells. (ii)

Erlotinib, prepared as a 10 and 20 mM stock solution in dimethyl

sulfoxide (DMSO), was added to cells one day after seeding at a

final concentration ranging from 0.1 and 100 mM. Solvent alone

(0.5% final DMSO in H226 and HCC827, 1% final DMSO in all

other cell lines) was added to cells in separate wells as a control.

Three days thereafter, cellular proliferation was measured by

AlamarBlue and normalized to the solvent control.

Regression Trendlines & IC50 Values
Linear and non-linear regression trendlines were generated

using the CompuSyn (ComboSyn, Inc, Paramus, NJ) and

Graphpad (Prism) softwares, respectively. The non-linear tren-

dlines provided a better fit for the actual data and were used to

calculate IC50, IC25 and other drug concentrations (ICx), although

both softwares generated similar values.

Combination Effects Determined by the ‘‘Fixed
Concentration’’ Method
The ‘‘Fixed Concentration’’ method was used for cell lines with

acquired resistance (HCC827res). Cells were reverse-transfected

with miR-34a using the miRNA at a fixed, weak concentration

(,IC25) as described above. The following day, cells were treated

with erlotinib in a serial dilution (0.01–100 mM). Cell proliferation

inhibition was analyzed 3 days later by AlamarBlue. To measure

the effects of the single agents and to correct for effects potentially

contributed by lipid carrier or vehicle, cells were also treated with

miR-34a in combination with solvent (0.5% DMSO in

HCC827res, 1% DMSO in all other cell lines) or erlotinib in

combination with mock-transfection. All proliferation data was

normalized to mock-transfected cells treated with solvent (DMSO).

The combinatorial effect was evaluated by a visual inspection of

the erlotinib dose-response curve and a shift of the IC50 value in

the presence or absence of miR-34a (graphed and calculated using

Graphpad).

Combination Effects Determined by the ‘‘Fixed Ratio’’
Method
Cells were treated with 7 concentrations of erlotinib each in

combination with 7 concentrations of miR-34a. Each drug was

used at a concentration approximately equal to its IC50 and at

concentrations within 2.5-fold (NSCLC) or 2-fold (HCC) incre-

ments above or below. This matrix yielded a total of 49 different

combinations representing 13 different ratios. Each drug was also

used alone at these concentrations. miR-34a and erlotinib were

added as described above, and cellular proliferation was deter-

mined by AlamarBlue. Each data point was performed in

triplicates.

miR-34 Combination Therapy with Erlotinib
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Calculation of Combination Index (CI) Values
Combination index (CI) values based on Loewe’s additivity

model were determined to assess the nature of drug-drug

interactions that can be additive (CI = 1), antagonistic (CI.1), or

synergistic (CI,1) for various drug-drug concentrations and effect

levels (Fa, fraction affected; inhibition of cancer cell proliferation)

[31–33]. Both linear regression and nonlinear regression trendlines

were used to calculate and compare CI values. CI values based on

linear regression analysis was done using the CompuSyn software

(ComboSyn Inc., Paramus, NJ), following the method by Chou

et al., whereby the hyperbolic and sigmoidal dose-effect curves are

transformed into a linear form [31,34]. CI values derived from

non-linear regression trendlines were calculated using Equation
1 in which CA,x and CB,x are the concentrations of drug A and

drug B in the combination to produce effect X (Fa). ICx,A and

ICx,B are the concentrations of drug A and drug B used as a single

agent to produce that same effect.

CI~
CA,x

ICx,A
z

CB,x

ICx,B
ð1Þ

Drug concentrations required in Equation 1 to determine CI

values (CA,x, CB,x, ICx,A and ICx,B) were calculated using the Hill

equation (Equation 2), IC50 and Hill slope value (n) derived from

non-linear regression trendlines (Graphpad).

E~Emax|
Cn

IC50nzCn
ð2Þ

Isobolograms
To describe the dose-dependent interaction of erlotinib and

miR-34a, isobolograms at effect levels of 50% and 80% inhibition

of cancer cell proliferation were created. Since the single agents –

alone or in combination – usually reached 50% cancer cell

inhibition, the 50% isobologram provided an actual comparison of

the single use vs. the combination. The 80% isobologram was used

to illustrate the utility of the combination at a high effect level that

have practical implications in oncology. In each of these, additivity

was determined by extrapolating the dose requirements for each

drug in combination from its single use (IC50, IC80). Data points

above or below the line of additivity indicate antagonism or

synergy, respectively. For all 49 combinations, drug concentrations

required in the combination were compared to those of the single

agents alone to reach the same effect and expressed as a fold

change (dose reduction index, DRI).

Curve Shift Analysis
To allow a direct comparison of the dose-response curves and to

identify synergistic drug-drug interaction, non-linear regression

trendlines of each drug alone or of the combination (IC50:IC50

ratio or other ratios where indicated) were normalized to its own

IC50 value and referred to as IC50 equivalents (IC50 eq). IC50

equivalents of the combination were calculated using Equation 3
and described in [35]. Data of the single agents and in

combination were graphed in the same diagram to illustrate lower

drug concentrations required to achieve any given effect relative to

the single agents. This is represented in a left-shift of the dose-

response curve and indicates synergy [35].

IC50eq~
CA,x

IC50,A
z

CB,x

IC50,B
ð3Þ

Statistical Analysis
Statistical analysis was done using the Excel (Microsoft),

CompuSyn and Graphpad softwares. Averages and standard

deviations were calculated from triplicate experiments. Goodness

of fit of linear and non-linear regression trendlines was described

by R (CompuSyn) and R2 (Graphpad) values, respectively, and

were .0.9 for most cell lines except H226 and HepG2 cells due to

limiting drug insensitivity.

Results

miR-34a Restores Sensitivity to Erlotinib in Non-small Cell
Lung Cancer Cells
To study drug resistance in cells with acquired resistance, we

used HCC827 cells that express an activating EGFR mutation

(deletion of exon 19 resulting in deletion of amino acids 746–750).

HCC827 are highly sensitive to erlotinib with an IC50 value of

0.022 mM (Fig. 1A). Erlotinib-resistant cell lines were developed

by exposing the parental HCC827 cells to increasing erlotinib

concentrations over the course of 10 weeks until the culture

showed no signs of growth inhibition at a concentration that is

equivalent to IC90 in the parental cell line (Fig. 1B). During this

process, individual cell clones (HCC827res-#5, #6, #7) as well as

a pool of resistant cells (HCC827res) were propagated. Total RNA

was isolated and probed by quantitative PCR for levels of miR-34

family members and genes known to induce resistance. In

agreement with previously published data, HCC827 cells resistant

to erlotinib showed increased mRNA levels of MET and its ligand

HGF that presumably function to bypass EGFR signaling (Fig.
S1) [8]. In contrast, expression levels of other genes also associated

with resistance, such as AXL, GAS6, KRAS, FGFR1, ERBB3,

PIK3CA and EGFR itself, were not elevated. Levels of miR-34b/c

family members were reduced in several of the resistant HCC827

cells (Fig. S1). Interestingly, miR-34a was not reduced in

erlotinib-resistant HCC827 cells suggesting that miR-34a does

not play a causal role in the onset of resistance in these cells which

can occur independently of miR-34 by amplification of the MET

gene [8].

Since bothMET and AXL are directly repressed by miR-34, and

because inhibition of AXL can antagonize erlotinib resistance

[10,36], the introduction of synthetic miR-34 mimics may restore

erlotinib sensitivity. To explore this possibility, HCC827res cells

were exposed to increasing erlotinib concentrations, ranging from

0.03–100 mM, either in the absence or presence of miR-34a used

at a fixed, weak concentration (0.3 nM). The effects of erlotinib

were expected to be concentration-dependent, such that erlotinib

in combination with miR-34a produced lower IC50 values relative

to erlotinib alone. As shown in Figure 1C, erlotinib was not very

potent in HCC827res cells (IC50 = 25.2 mM). However, when used

in combination with miR-34a, the erlotinib IC50 value decreased

to 0.094 mM. This result suggests that adding a small amount of

miR-34a is capable of restoring erlotinib sensitivity that is similar

to the one of parental HCC827 cells. The effects were specific to

the miR-34a sequence as the addition of a negative control

miRNA (miR-NC) did not improve the potency of erlotinib

(Fig. 1C). Thus, the data generated in HCC827res cells indicate

that miR-34a can sensitize cancer cells with acquired erlotinib

resistance.

miR-34 Combination Therapy with Erlotinib
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To determine whether the miRNA can also counteract primary

resistance mechanisms, we used H1299 cells that have mutations

in the NRAS and TP53 genes [37]. In these cells, erlotinib

produced an IC50 value of 11.0 mM (Fig. 1D) in accord with

previous results showing EGFR-TKI IC50 values between 8.6 and

38 mM [38,39]. In combination with 0.3 nM miR-34a, the

erlotinib dose-response curve shifted along the x-axis, indicating

an approximately 4-fold lower IC50 value (3.0 mM). This result is

in contrast to miR-NC that did not alter the potency of erlotinib,

and suggests that miR-34a sensitizes non-small lung cancer cells

with both acquired as well as primary resistance.

miR-34a and Erlotinib Synergize in Non-small Cell Lung
Cancer Cells
The shift of the erlotinib IC50 value demonstrated how a fixed

miR-34a concentration can improve the potency of erlotinib.

However, this model, also known as ‘‘Fixed-Concentration-

Model’’, does not allow the assessment of synergy. To investigate

whether both drugs can enhance each other, we employed the

‘‘Fixed-Ratio-Model’’ that is based on Loewe’s concept of

additivity [31–33]. In this model, combination index (CI) values

are calculated based on the slope and IC50 value of each dose-

response curve (drug alone or in combination) and define whether

the drug-drug interactions are synergistic (CI,1), additive

(CI = 1), or antagonistic (CI.1). Since the accuracy of the CI

values depends on the fit of the dose-response curve trendline, CI

values were calculated by two methods using either linear or non-

linear regression trendlines (see Materials and Methods). Four

erlotinib-resistant cell lines were used, all of which differ in their

genetic make-up: A549 (mutations in KRAS, STK11, CDKN2A),

H460 (mutations in KRAS, STK11, CDKN2A, PIK3CA), H1299

(mutations in NRAS, TP53), and H226 (mutations in CDKN2A)

[37]. A qRT-PCR analysis showed a marked increase of AXL,

GAS6 and FGFR1 mRNA levels in these cells relative to erlotinib-

sensitive HCC827 cells, further providing an explanation for

erlotinib resistance (Fig. S1). Levels of miR-34 were significantly

reduced in H1299 and H460 cells. In a first step, erlotinib or miR-

34a were added to cells in a serial dilution to determine IC50

values of each drug alone. For erlotinib, these ranged between 4.2

and .50 mM and are within the range of published data [38–42]

(Fig. S2). The IC50 values of miR-34a ranged from 0.4 to

15.6 nM. Neither drug was capable of 100% cancer cell

inhibition, nor did the maximal activity of either drug exceed

75%. Erlotinib and miR-34a were least effective in H226 cells,

Figure 1. miR-34a restores sensitivity to erlotinib in non-small cell lung cancer cells. (A) Dose-dependent effect of erlotinib in parental
HCC827 cells. Cells were treated with erlotinib in a serial dilution for 3 days, and cellular proliferation was determined by AlarmaBlue. (B) HCC827 cells
resistant to erlotinib (HCC827res) were developed by incubating cells with increasing erlotinib concentrations over the course of 10 weeks until cells
grew normally at concentrations equal to IC90 in parental HCC827. (C, D) HCC827res and H1299 cells were reverse-transfected with 0.3 nM miR-34a or
miR-NC, and incubated in media supplemented with erlotinib in a serial dilution. After 3 days, cellular proliferation was determined. IC50 values of
erlotinib alone or in combination with miRNA are shown in the graphs.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0089105.g001
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yielding theoretical IC50 values as a result of an extrapolation of

the dose-response curve. In a second step, each drug was

combined at a concentration equal to its own approximate IC50

value, as well as at multiples thereof above and below (fixed ratio).

As controls, each drug was used at these concentrations alone.

Both linear and non-linear regression models produced CI values

that are well below 1.0 in all cell lines tested indicating strong

synergy (Fig. 2A). CI values we considered relevant are those

below 0.6. In most cell lines, synergy was observed at higher dose

levels and at higher magnitude of cancer cell inhibition. This is

critical because a practical application of the drug combination

calls for synergy at maximal cancer cell inhibition (75% inhibition

or greater). In general, the non-linear regression trendline

provided a better fit for the actual data, although both models

generated similar results.

Next, we generated isobolograms and determined the dose

requirements for each drug at 50% and 80% cancer cell inhibition

as a read-out for synergy. The 50% effect level was chosen because

the potency of a drug is frequently assessed at its IC50 and because

in our studies each drug alone was capable of inhibiting most

cancer cells by 50%, allowing a comparison of each drug alone

with the combination within the range of actual data. The 80%

effect level was chosen because it is important to demonstrate

synergy at high inhibitory activity for oncology applications.

Although the concentrations of each drug alone to achieve 80%

inhibition are based on an extrapolation of the dose-response

curve and are theoretical in nature, the miR-34a-erlotinib

combination readily achieved 80% inhibition or greater and is

within the range of actual data. Since the two drugs by themselves

were not very effective in H226 cells, isobolograms at 30% and

50% inhibition were created for H226 data. As shown in

Figure 2B, the isobole of the combination was well below the

additive isobole for every cell line and effect level indicating strong

synergy. The dose requirement for erlotinib decreased to 2 mM or

less in most cell lines to achieve 50% inhibition, reducing the dose

by 4- to 46-fold. Likewise, the required concentration of miR-34a

was also substantially less in the combination relative to miR-34a

alone, reducing its dose by 7- to 13-fold. This reduction in dose

level, also referred to as dose reduction index (DRI), was markedly

evident at 80% inhibition at which the dose requirements were

reduced by up to 28-fold (erlotinib) and 33-fold (miR-34a).

Third, we performed curve-shift analyses whereby the concen-

tration of each drug has been normalized to its own IC50 value

[35]. This conversion of drug concentrations into IC50 equivalents

(IC50 eq) allows a direct comparison of each dose-response curve

from the single agents and the combination. Trendlines were

generated and span effect levels from 0–100% inhibition. The

slope of the trendline indicates drug potency, and the maximal

activity can be gaged from actual data points. Synergy is identified

when IC50 equivalents of the combination are lower to achieve

any given effect relative to the single agents [35]. This is visually

indicated by a left-shift of the combination trendline. As seen in

Figure 2C, the combination is well separated from the single

agents indicating synergy. In H460 and H226 cells, the IC50

equivalents of the combination are greater at low effect levels (0–

25%) and lower at effect levels above 30% compared to those of

the single agents. This observation agrees with data from CI plots

showing antagonism below 25% inhibition and synergy above

25% inhibition in these cells (Fig. 1A). Thus, the analysis reveals

synergistic effects for drug concentrations that induce a high level

of cancer cell inhibition. A benefit for the combination is further

demonstrated by the fact that the actual level of inhibition is

greater for the combination relative to the single agents – the

maximal activity of the single drugs is no greater than 75% and

can be extended beyond 90% when used in combination.

Multiple Ratios of Erlotinib and miR-34a Cooperate
Synergistically
Our analysis suggests that erlotinib and miR-34a synergize

when the two drugs are combined at a ratio derived from their

IC50 values. Because drug-drug interactions can change depending

on the relative amounts, we explored the effects of multiple

erlotinib-miR-34a ratios by combining erlotinib at concentrations

from 0.41–100 mM with miR-34a at concentrations from 0.12–

30 nM. Drug doses were increased in 2.5-fold increments, and

each drug was also used alone as controls. This matrix yielded 49

drug combinations representing 13 different drug ratios (Fig. 3A).
Levels of cancer cell inhibition, CI and DRI values were

determined for each combination and graphed in CI plots,

isobolograms and curve-shift diagrams. For the sake of this

exercise, we focused on combinations in which miR-34a and

erlotinib were added in an IC50:IC50 ratio (molar ratio 1:3333) and

the following molar-based ratios: 1:533, 1:1333, 1:8333 and

1:20833.

Calculated CI values predict that erlotinib and miR-34a

combined at all of these ratios provide strong synergy (Fig. 3B).
At effect levels greater than 75% inhibition, CI values were below

0.2. The ratios that contained higher amounts of erlotinib

provided lower synergy at effect levels below ,75% and were

slightly superior at effect levels above 75% inhibition. Similarly,

the isobologram indicates strong synergy for various erlotinib-

miR-34a ratios (Fig. 3C). Actual data points demonstrate that

30 nM miR-34a or 100 mM erlotinib are required to induce

,80% cancer cell inhibition when used as single agents. In

contrast, the required dose levels of erlotinib in the combination

were substantially decreased as miR-34a amounts were increased.

For instance, merely 2.56 mM erlotinib was needed to induce

,80% inhibition when used with 12 nM miR-34a, thereby

reducing the dose requirement of erlotinib by ,40-fold. Further

evidence for the synergistic action of these ratios comes from

curve-shift analyses that reveal much lower IC50 equivalents of the

combination compared with IC50 values of the single agents alone

(Fig. 3D). The IC50 eq data correlate with CI data showing dose-

dependent degrees of synergy among various ratios: low ratios

show lower synergy at low effect levels which is reversed at high

levels of cancer cell inhibition.

The full range of 49 combinations was also tested in H1299,

H460 and H226 cells and confirmed the results obtained with

A549 cells (Fig. S3). Multiple ratios provided good synergy, and

the ones with higher potency clustered to the ones with higher

drug concentrations. Among these were many that met our cut-

offs and produced .75% cancer cell inhibition, CI ,0.6, and

DRI .2 for each drug.

Erlotinib and miR-34a Cooperate Synergistically in
Hepatocellular Carcinoma Cells
To investigate whether the cooperative activity of erlotinib and

miR-34a has utility in other cancer indications, we probed this

combination in cell models of hepatocellular carcinoma. Liver

cancer was chosen as test platform because erlotinib is moderately

effective in patients with advanced liver as a single agent and failed

to prolong overall survival and time-to-progression in combination

with sorafenib [43–45]. In addition, MRX34, a miR-34a liposome

currently in clinical testing, effectively eliminated liver tumors in

preclinical animal studies and therefore may be an attractive agent

in combination with erlotinib. Cell models used included Hep3B,

miR-34 Combination Therapy with Erlotinib
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C3A, HepG2 and Huh7, several of which showed an upregulation

of erlotinib-resistance genes, AXL, HGF, FGFR1 and ERBB3 in

comparison to an erlotinib-sensitive lung cancer line (Fig. S4).
Collectively, levels of miR-34 family members were low or

undetectable in liver cancer cells. In agreement with our

expectation, IC50 values of erlotinib were 25 mM or greater in

these four cell lines (Fig. S5). The IC50 values of miR-34a ranged

between 0.3 and 2.3 nM and, thus, were similar to those in lung

cancer cells. These values were used as a guide to combine

erlotinib and miR-34a at a fixed ratio of IC50:IC50 and to produce

CI, isoboles and IC50 eq values (Fig. 4). In addition, each

combination was also tested in a matrix of different concentrations

to assess the combinatorial effects across multiple ratios (Fig. S6).
Our data predict strong synergy between erlotinib and miR-34a in

all cell lines tested. Synergy was observed at high levels of cancer

cell inhibition and, hence, occurs within the desirable range of

activity (Fig. 4A). This result is confirmed by the IC50 eq curve

shift analyses indicating synergy at higher dose and effect levels.

The analysis also shows that the maximal inhibitory activity of the

combination is substantially expanded compared to those of the

single agents (Fig. 4C). Isobolograms demonstrate a stark

reduction of the erlotinib dose when used with miR-34a to induce

Figure 2. Synergistic effects between miR-34a and erlotinib in NSCLC cells. (A) Combination index (CI) analysis. CI values were generated
by linear regression (red) and non-linear regression methods (blue). Trendlines indicate CI values at any given effect (Fa, fraction affected, %
inhibition), and symbols represent CI values derived from actual data points. CI = 1, additivity; CI.1, antagonism; CI,1, synergy. (B) Isobologram
analysis. The diagonal, dotted line indicates additivity, and the red symbol shows dose requirements to achieve 50% and 80% (A549, H1299, H460) or
30% and 50% (H226) cancer cell inhibition, respectively. Data points below the line of additivity indicate synergy, data points above denote
antagonism. (C) Curve shift analysis. Data derived from non-linear regression trendlines were normalized to IC50 values of the single agents (IC50 eq)
and plotted in the same graph. Left and right shifts of the dose-response curves of the combination (red dotted line) relative to the dose-response
curves of the single agents (grey, black) indicate synergy or antagonism, respectively. Actual experimental data points are shown (symbols).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0089105.g002
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50% inhibition or greater, such as 80% (Fig. 4B). In combination,

erlotinib can be used at concentrations as low as 2 mM to inhibit

cancer cells by 50%, thereby lowering its dose by 75-fold

compared to its single use (see HepG2). Synergy is not limited to

a specific ratio but is apparent across most ratios tested (Fig. S6).
Thus, the data are similar to those generated in lung cancer cells

and predict enhanced efficacy for the erlotinib-miR-34a combi-

nation in cancers where erlotinib alone is insufficient.

Discussion

An accurate evaluation of drug-drug interactions is complex

because outcomes depend on drug ratios, drug concentrations and

desired potency [31]. To investigate the pharmacological rela-

tionship between miR-34a mimics and erlotinib, we used multiple

analytical approaches to reveal drug enhancements (‘‘Fixed

Concentration’’ model) and to distinguish between additivity,

antagonism and synergy (‘‘Fixed Ratio’’ model). We examined CI

values, isobolograms and IC50 equivalents derived from linear or

non-linear data regression. Our data show that miR-34a augments

the sensitivity to erlotinib in all cancer cells tested – whether they

were associated with primary or secondary/acquired resistance. A

plausible explanation is provided by the fact that tumor suppressor

miRNAs inhibit numerous cancer pathways. In support of this

hypothesis, AXL and MET, gene products specifically linked to

erlotinib resistance, are directly repressed by miR-34a [27–29].

Unexpectedly, erlotinib also enhanced the therapeutic effects of

the miR-34a mimic, despite existing evidence implicating miR-34a

in the control of multiple oncogenic signaling pathways, including

the EGFR pathway [46]. Thus, this result demonstrates that a

miRNA mimic can synergize with a single gene-directed therapy

and invites the search for other combinations. Based on our data,

we speculate that miR-34a may also synergize with other EGFR

inhibitors, such as gefitinib, afatinib, panitumumab and cetux-

imab, as well as HER2 inhibitors such as lapatinib, pertuzumab

and trastuzumab.

In lung cancer cells with acquired resistance (HCC827res),

adding a small amount of miR-34a was capable of reducing

erlotinib IC50 values below 0.1 mM. This is a remarkable result

and suggests that miR-34a can render this cell line equally

erlotinib-sensitive compared to parental HCC827 cells. In lung

cancer cells with primary resistance, the IC50 dose requirement for

erlotinib decreased by 4- to 46-fold and was approximately 2 mM.

This may be within the range of concentrations that have clinical

utility [2]. Erlotinib is given as a daily, oral dose of up to 150 mg.

Although the clinical dose level of MRX34 has yet to be

established, the molar ratios between miR-34a and erlotinib used

in the clinic are likely within the range of ratios that have shown

synergy in our cell studies. Further studies are warranted to

confirm the superior activity of the combination in vivo which will

consider administration routes, absorption and pharmacokinetic

properties specific to each drug.

Erlotinib is currently used as a first-line therapy for NSCLC

patients with activating EGFR mutations. It is also used as a

maintenance therapy after chemotherapy and second- and third-

line therapy for locally advanced or metastatic NSCLC that has

failed at least one prior chemotherapy regimen. Clinical trials

failed to demonstrate a survival benefit of erlotinib in combination

with cisplatin/gemcitabine or carboplatin/paclitaxel compared to

conventional chemotherapies alone [2,47]. A recent Phase III trial,

investigating erlotinib plus sorafenib in HCC, also did not meet its

endpoint [45]. Thus, other approaches for combination therapies

are desired. Our data show that the erlotinib plus miR-34a

combination is particularly effective and may substantially

Figure 3. Multiple ratios of erlotinib and miR-34a cooperate synergistically in A549 cells. (A) Summary table showing potency (Fa), CI and
DRI values of erlotinib and miR-34a combined at various concentrations and ratios. The molar miR-34-erlotinib ratios 1:533, 1:1333, 1:3333 (IC50:IC50
ratio), 1:8333, and 1:20833 are indicated in yellow, green, red (IC50:IC50 ratio), blue and maroon. (B) Combination index plot of various drug ratios. CI
values from actual data points are indicated by symbols. (C) Isobologram at 80% cancer cell inhibition. Colored symbols represent the 80% isobole of
various ratios. The black line represents the isobole derived from actual erlotinib-miR-34a combinations that produced 80% (62%) inhibition. (D)
Curve shift analysis of various drug ratios.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0089105.g003
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broaden the NSCLC patient population that can be treated with

erlotinib. The combination was similarly synergistic in HCC cells,

suggesting that the synergistic interaction is presumably a result of

their molecular mechanisms of action and can also be applied to

cancers outside of NSCLC. Since MRX34, a liposomal nanopar-

ticle loaded with synthetic miR-34a mimics, has recently a phase 1

clinical trial [21], clinical testing of the erlotinib-miR-34a

combination could be quickly initiated.

Supporting Information

Figure S1 Endogenous miR-34 and mRNA levels of
genes controlling erlotinib resistance in NSCLC cells.
Total RNA was used in triplicate qRT-PCR to measure miR-34a/

b/c and mRNA levels of genes implicated in erlotinib resistance.

Data were normalized to house-keeping miRNAs and mRNAs,

respectively, and expressed as percent change compared to levels

in HCC827 cells. u, undetected.

(TIF)

Figure S2 Dose-response curves of the single agents in
NSCLC cells resistant to erlotinib. Cells were treated in

triplicates with erlotinib or miR-34a alone at indicated concen-

trations. Cellular proliferation was measured 3 days or 4 days after

erlotinib treatment or miR-34a reverse-transfection, respectively.

Non-linear regression trendlines were generated using Graphpad,

and IC50 and IC25 values were calculated. Goodness of fit of non-

linear regression trendlines is indicated by R2 values. The asterisk

denotes theoretical IC50 values derived from an extrapolation of

the dose-response curve (H226).

(TIF)

Figure S3 Summary table showing potency, CI and DRI
values of erlotinib and miR-34a combined at various

Figure 4. Erlotinib and miR-34a synergize in HCC cells. (A) Combination index analysis. (B) Isobologram analysis. (C) Curve shift analysis. See
legend to Figure 2 for explanation of graphs.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0089105.g004
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concentrations and ratios in NSCLC cells. Combinations

that yield Fa .65%, CI ,0.6, DRI .2 are highlighted in grey

and are considered relevant. Fa, fraction affected (% inhibition of

cellular proliferation); CI, combination index; DRI, dose reduction

index.

(TIF)

Figure S4 Endogenous expression of miR-34 and
mRNAs of genes controlling erlotinib resistance in
HCC cells. Total RNA was used in triplicate qRT-PCR to

measure miR-34a/b/c and mRNA levels of genes implicated in

erlotinib resistance. Data were normalized to house-keeping

miRNAs and mRNAs, respectively, and expressed as percent

change compared to levels in HCC827 cells. u, undetected.

(TIF)

Figure S5 Dose-response curves of the single agents in
HCC cells resistant to erlotinib. Cells were treated in

triplicates with erlotinib or miR-34a alone at indicated concen-

trations. Cellular proliferation was measured 3 days or 6 days after

erlotinib treatment or miR-34a reverse-transfection, respectively.

Non-linear regression trendlines were generated using Graphpad,

and IC50 and IC25 values were calculated. Goodness of fit of non-

linear regression trendlines is indicated by R2 values. The asterisk

denotes theoretical IC50 values of erlotinib derived from an

extrapolation of the dose-response curve (Hep3B, C3A, HepG2).

(TIF)

Figure S6 Summary table showing potency, CI and DRI
values of erlotinib and miR-34a combined at various
concentrations and ratios in HCC cells. Combinations that

yield Fa .65%, CI ,0.6, DRI .2 are highlighted in grey and are

considered relevant. Fa, fraction affected (% inhibition of cellular

proliferation); CI, combination index; DRI, dose reduction index.

(TIF)
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